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COPY | RIGHT is a deliberate pun, a knockoff of a knockoff. It is physical, virtual, real and fake all at once! It is a
commentary on the practice within the fashion industry of
brands knocking each other off by using online clothing images as design ‘inspiration’. The rules of copying design ideas
are vague, in some instances, changing 10% of an original
design is enough to avoid copyright violation. The knockoff
phenomenon has exploded via social media as fashion influencers and consumers alike promote knockoff culture via
copying, rebranding, reselling goods and representing them
as their own. As an emerging designer, I created COPY |
RIGHT as a critical commentary on the theft of intellectual
property. This collection mimics the “knockoff ” by becoming one itself! Each garment is designed to delude viewers
(and wearers) by combining real and fake construction
details. In order to copy “right,” all garment details are 50%
real and 50% fake, with digitized pixelated prints representing iconic garment details designed to deliberately mimic
the actions of the copying processes prevalent in the fashion
industry. In this virtual world, who knows what is real and
what is fake. The main question is: “Will you be able to tell
the difference?”

In the fashion industry, social media influencers are critical
players in a brand’s product placement and act as key drivers of sales. But, are they irrelevant in this global moment
of social distancing? Building on my thesis COPY | RIGHT
I began to consider how this could be pushed further by
creating a virtual influencer avatar as my brand ambassador to wear computer-generated versions of the collection.
Since I do not have access to a photo studio or real models
to shoot my looks due to sheltering in place in NYC, this
resulted in creating a new approach. Images of the looks
shot on the dress from are transformed onto a computer
generated avatar via CLO3D. By posting the collection on
instagram I will test consumer reaction to virtual products
and predict a garment’s popularity based on the “likes” and
comments received for the post. The ultimate success of
this knock-off experiment will be if copiers or “consumers
as influencers” knock-off clothes that don’t actually exist!

Balenciaga vs. Alexandre Vauthier

SOCIAL MEDIA-PLATFORM FOR COPY&PASTE OF DESIGN

Alexander Mcqueen vs. Exhibitstore

“Social media — Instagram, in particular — has opened the floodgates for fast-fashion brands eager to identify
and copy runway-fresh looks from up-and-coming designers.”1
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Ysl vs. Giambattista Valli

Https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/news-analysis/designers-take-copyright-infringement-into-their-own-hands

Crochet designer @knots.and.vibes called out the Fashion Nova, which is one of the most Google-searched American fast fashion brands, copied her design, and sell it on Fashion Nova official website.
Fashion Nova may copy @knots.and.vibes design by sourcing the pictures of the design on Instagram. However, calling the knockoffs issue out on Instagram is the most effective way to arouse both
Fashion Nova and people’ s attention.

Knots & Vibes vs. Fashion Nova

Kim Kardashian called out UK-based womenswear retailer @missguided for knocking off and
sell a dress that Kanye made for her for a summer trip even before she wears it out. This issue posted by
Kim Kardashian on Instagram aroused people’s attention in fashion brands knocking off the design. @
diet_prada posted this knockoff on Instagram as well as an example of “The lack of transparency around
celebrity endorsements in a big problem facing social media.”1
1. @diet_prada

Kim Kardashian vs. Missguided

Kim Kardashian claimed that Fashion Nova copied her vintage Manfred Thierry Mugler gown in
February 2019. Fashion Nova renamed the knock off the dress as “Winning Beauty Cut Out Gown” sell it
for per-order only one day after Kim wore it on its official website. Fast fashion brands like Fashion Nova
are knocking off celebrities’ clothing for making profits.

@DIET-PRADA
@diet prada - the industry’s most feared Instagram account, calling out designer knockoffs.1
1. “Tony Liu & Lindsey Schuyler Is Part of the BoF 500.” The Business of Fashion, March 27, 2019. https://www.businessoffashion.com/community/people/tony-liu-lindsey-schuyler.		

KNOCKOFFS PHENOMENON ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Manfred Thierry Mugler vs. Fashion Nova

Since social media is a two-edged sword, @diet-prada is in charge of the watchdog position in the fashion industry by calling out copyright infringement on Instagram. Today, @diet-prada attracted 1.6 million followers on Instagram. Today, people read the news on social media, and @diet-prada
is one of the most popular fashion news sharing accounts. @diet-prada’s followers are showing their loyalty by buying merchandise on www.dietermerch.
com. @diet-prada built a culture and an atmosphere in the industry from a distinct point of view.

COPYRIGHT DESIGN INFRINGEMENT

Copyright infringement is the use or production of copyright-protected material without the permission of the copyright holder.1

RESEARCH MAP

1. Https://www.investopedia.com/terms/c/copyright-infringement.asp

Case 1: Yves Saint Laurent v. Ralph Lauren

Case 4: Gucci v. Forever 21

Case 2: Yves Saint Laurent v. Steve Madden

Case 3: Levi’s v. Yves Saint Laurent

Issue: Design

Issue: Stripes

Issue: Design and shape

Issue: Trademark

Yves Saint Laurent

Levi’s

Yves Saint Laurent
Price: 15000$
-Silk
-No Pockets
-Golden Buttons
-Lapel Narrower

Summary:

Ralph Lauren
Price: 1000$
-Wool
-Pockets
-Black Buttons
-Lapel Wider

Gucci

Price: 3000$
-Leather
-Cotton

Summary:

Forever 21

Price: 30$
-Faux Leather
-Cotton

Ralph Lauren copied the design of the YSL’s dress, Gucci sue Forever 21 for the infringement of its blueand Yves Saint Laurent won the court case based on red-blue and green-red-green stripe trademarks.
the prior copyright.

Price: 900$
-Calfskin Leather

Summary:

Steve Madden
Price: 100$
-Leather

Steve Madden copied the iconic shapes and contours
of the toe bed straps from YSL’s Tribute patent shoes
in its Kananda platform shoes. YSL sue Madden for
the similarity of the design.

Price:90$
-Denim

Yves Saint Laurent
Price:900$
-Denim

Summary:

Levi’s alleges YSL’s trademark is highly similar to its
trademark tab on the side of the pocket, and this
similarity may confuse consumers of the relationship
between Levi’s and YSL.

U.S. Code § 1302.
Copyright protection exists for “original works of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression.” (17 U.S.C. § 102(a)).
For a work to be protected by copyright law, it must be “original.” (17 U.S.C. § 102(a)). This is an easy standard to meet, as the amount of originality required is very minimal. In Feist
Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., a landmark case in the field of copyright law, the Supreme Court for the first time squarely addressed the issue of the degree of creativity necessary
to sustain a copyright in a compilation of factual material. The court establishes that a mere “modicum of creativity” is necessary. (Feist Publications, Inc. v Rural Telephone Service Co., Ill S Ct
1282, 1288 (1991)).1
Like the music, film, and book publishing industries, the fashion industry profits by repeatedly originating creative content. But unlike these industries, the fashion industry’s principal
creative element - its apparel designs - is outside the domain of Intellectual Property law “and as a brief tour through any fashion magazine or department store will demonstrate, while trademarks
are well protected against piracy, design copying is ubiquitous”.2
1.Tfl. “Copyright Law.” The Fashion Law. The Fashion Law, October 7, 2016. https://www.thefashionlaw.com/learn/copyright-law.
2 .Kal Raustiala and Christopher Sprigman, The Piracy Paradox: Innovation and Intellectual Property in Fashion Design, 92 Va. L. Rev. 1687 (2006).

PIXELIZED PRINTS DESIGN TRANSLATION

COPYRIGHT PATTERNS & PRINTS DESIGN INFRINGEMENT
Case 1: Burberry v. Target
Issue: Pattern and print

Burberry

Price: 470$
-Cashmere
-The Classic Check
Cashmere Scarf

Summary:

Target

Price: 20$
-Rayon
-Camel Plaid Scarf

Case 2: Hoffman’s Island Silkie Design v.
Zara
Issue: Pattern and print

Hoffman’s Island
Silkie Design

-Landscape prints on
fabric

Summary:

Zara
-Landscape prints on
fabric

Case 2: Novelty Textile v. Hot Shot HK

Case 2: Star Fabrics, Inc. v. Cost Plus

Issue: Pattern and print

Issue: Pattern and print

Novelty Textile

Yves Saint Laurent

-Flora print on fabric

Hot Shot HK

-Flora print on fabric

Price: 900$
-Calfskin Leather

In digital imaging, a pixel, pel, dots, or picture element is a physical point in a raster image, or the smallest addressable element in an all points
addressable display device. A digital image is consist of million of pixels.
There are many kinds of pixels and they does not need to be rendered as a small square. For example, there are multiple ways of reconstructing
an image from a set of pixel values, using dots, lines, or smooth filtering.

Steve Madden
Price: 100$
-Leather

LOOK 5

Summary:

Burberry complained Target use of its distinctive Hoffman’s Island Silkie Design complained Zara use Novelty Textile claimed Hot Shot HK copied its flora
trademark check pattern design on luggage, scarves of its copyrighted print designs on apparels and sell print design and use it for garment production and
sell to The Wet Seal without permissions.
them in the marketplace.
and other products without permission.

Summary:

LOOK 3

LOOK 1

LOOK 7

Star Fabrics, Inc. claimed Cost Plus copied its artwork copyrighted design on fabric and created garments and sold them with a World Market label.
LOOK 2

LOOK 4

COPYRIGHT LAW & PRINT DESIGN IDEA TRANSLATION

LOOK 6

According to the copyright law of the United States, “Copyright may protect elements of a garment like the patterns or prints in their textiles or other materials, but garments and accessories themselves are usually considered functional and thus unprotected.1
Thus, I translate the idea of US copyright law into my design by turning physical functional garments details to nonfunctional prints textile. So the prints on my design can be protected by US
copyright law in order to avoid copyright infringement and translate the idea that patterns and prints design can be protected in fashion design copyright law.
1. Rashmi Rangnath, Design protection for fashion designs and autoparts: A bad idea times two, available at: http://www.publicknowledge.org/node/1399 (last visited April 20th, 2008).

